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Project Summary 
 
Charge + Connect is a mobile charging station that aims to connect people to one another by 
providing a space to charge their mobile devices alongside a social lounge area. 
 
Students are always on the move. Due to the lack of affordability in Vancouver, we are 
living farther away, spending approximately 2 hours a day on transit, and many more hours 
at school and work. As a result, we are using our phones more frequently to complete our 
work and connect with others. Unable to use our devices, we lose our digital connection. 
This limits our productivity and potentially compromises our safety, such as when we need 
to find a way home at night or encounter an emergency. As a solution, we decided to 
prototype a free mobile charging station with a social lounge in Vancouver to help keep 
young people connected while they are on the go. To thrive in the city, students need a way 
to charge their devices to stay connected, as well as a place they can connect with each 
other. 
 
Vancouver’s Digital Strategy is improving the way the City can engage with us through services such as 
the VanConnect app and free VanWiFi all over the city. We wanted to help enhance the Digital Strategy 
by exploring any physical barriers to accessing these services. As a solution, we decided to prototype a 
free mobile charging station with a social lounge in Vancouver to help keep young people connected 
while they are on the go. Many were excited about the prospect of seeing free mobile charging stations 
around the city in the future and how it would benefit their lives. Students felt this would help with their 
busy schedules, while tourists expressed how it would make it easier to explore the city. 
 
 

Context + Need 
 
One study depicts that the average young person in Canada spends 5 hours a day on the internet, 
doing anything from homework, applying to jobs, paying bills, and talking to family and friends 
(Thomson, 2017). Much of our life is now designed around digital technology. For example, access to the 
internet is essential to success as a student: we collaborate on group projects through Google docs, email 
professors, and even write exams online. In addition to this, we can access car share and bike share apps 
such as Evo and Mobi through our mobile devices. Fortunately, Vancouver’s Digital Strategy has 
addressed this need for connectivity by offering services such as free VanWifi to make it easier to engage 
in all these activities no matter where we are in the city (City of Vancouver, 2013). They have even 
created the VanConnect app so you can connect with the City on the go, by submitting service requests, 
getting news and emergency information, and even locating parks, street closures, and community 
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centres. However, what the Digital Strategy doesn’t address is the fact that the more we engage online, 
the more battery life we will use up on our devices.  
 

 
Through our day-in-the-life assignment, we found that only 6 students within our class live in Vancouver, 
and we spend an average of 2 hours a day commuting to CityStudio. We spend 6 hours at school and 
many of us work part-time to support ourselves financially. We spend so many hours away from home 
where we have limited access to outlets. We have to rely on portable chargers or risk our devices dying, 
and therefore, losing our connection to the world around us and the ability to engage with many different 
services. With our lives designed around digital technology, this would mean we lose our ability to be 
productive, our digital connection, and potentially compromise our safety, such as when we need to find a 
way home or encounter an emergency, especially at night. 
 
We drew inspiration from free mobile charging stations 
that can be found in some malls in the city as well as 
from a covered shelter called the Escale Numérique in 
Paris. This shelter is designed with green rooftop, 
seating area and offers WiFi. It also has a large 
touchscreen device that provides updated information 
about city services. We liked the idea of having an open 
station that is available to the public at any time of the 
day. 
 
We also recognize that despite the digital technology 
that is available to us, a big part of connecting to the world is also being able to connect in person. As a 
solution, we decided to design a prototype that helps Vancouverites stay connected to the digital 
infrastructure, as a way to stay connected to the city and to each other. We wanted to design a mobile 
charging station that connects people to one another free of digital distractions by providing a space to 
charge their mobile devices. This way they can continue to engage with the world digitally, while also 
creating and maintaining in-person connections.  
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Project Process  
As a class, we came up with the question “How might young people stay and thrive in Vancouver?” We 
were assigned to document our daily lives and interactions with affordability in the city. From this 
assignment, we decided to focus on five themes that addressed our initial question: Housing, Food, 
Transportation, Leisure, and Arts and Culture. 
 
 
Ideation 
We formed our group on October 11th. We were assigned two 
topics: Transportation or Recreation. We decided to focus on 
Transportation. At first, we were looking into making multi-
mode commutes more seamless by prototyping a universal 
transit card. Then, we moved on to the idea of making our 
long commutes more productive, which we spent three weeks 
ideating and researching on. We were interested in expanding 
Vancouver’s digital infrastructure on to public transit by 
installing WiFi on SkyTrain. However, after our meeting with 
TransLink officials, including Derrick Cheung, Vice President 
of Strategic Resourcing and Real Estate, and Sarah Perrault, 
Project Manager, Telecom, and Real Estate, we had to rethink 
our project idea. Fortunately, Tadhg Healy, who is the Director of Digital Strategy for the City of 
Vancouver helped redirect our focus. Our conversation with Tadhg inspired us to look at barriers to the 
existing digital infrastructure instead of trying to expand it. We realized that our robust digital 
infrastructure is only useful to us when having the battery life to support it, which led us to our new idea 
of prototyping free mobile charging stations in the city.  
 
Acquiring Materials + Location 
We spoke to Mark Rabin, CEO of Portable Electric to rent 
one of their VOLTstack power stations and briefly 
described our project to him. He was excited to support us 
as he has a similar vision of having free mobile charging 
station all over the city that is open to everyone. He 
provided us with Portable Electric’s mobile phone charging 
tower for free. With only over two weeks left until our 
project deadline, we decided to look at spaces where we 
would not need to request a permit.  
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We wanted a location that students, which is 
our target demographic, would spend their 
time in. Selina Bull connected us with Tom 
Meighan from the Vancouver Art Gallery who 
granted us permission to use their space on 
800 Robson street to prototype. We partnered 
with another group in our cohort, Cozy Crate, 
who aims to create instant urban hygge, to 
provide a cozy, social lounge space for people 

to socialize in. We wanted to promote the VanConnect app during our prototype to introduce a digital 
way of interacting with the City through a poster and postcards supplied by Tania Dokter who is on the 
digital team for the City of Vancouver. Lihwen Hsu also lent us a few sandwich boards for us to advertise 
the free mobile charging stations at the site.   
 
 
Finding a Steward 
As we are hoping to influence the upcoming City-wide Plan, we are reaching out to a different department 
within the City. Our goal is to connect Mark Rabin with another individual or organization who would be 
able to make this idea come to life. On November 21st, our class presented our project to Gil Kelley, 
General Manager of Planning, Urban Design, and Sustainability for the City of Vancouver and other City 
of Vancouver urban planners. We will also be presenting our idea to Vancouver City Council on 
December 4th. Additionally, we have been in contact with Neighbour Lab who is interested in the idea of 
integrating this mobile charging service into their own project.   
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The Five S’s 
 
Charge + Connect is designed as a solution to the busy lifestyle of many young people in conjunction 
with the new digital services offered by the City of Vancouver. The constant connection to the digital 
world requires a lot of battery power, but the city does not provide free, convenient charging stations for 
people to charge their devices while they are away from home. As a solution, we prototyped a mobile 
charging station where people can charge their devices on the go and keep connected to the world around 
them. To encourage in-person connections with each other, we incorporated a lounge area into our 
charging station so people had a space to talk and connect while they wait for their phones.  

Staff 
Our project falls under the City of Vancouver’s Digital Strategy. The Digital Strategy is comprised of 
four pillars: Engagement and Access, Infrastructure and Assets, Economy, and Organizational Digital 
Maturity. Our project falls under the Infrastructure and Assets pillar, as we are attempting to close gaps in 
infrastructure that prevent people from engaging with Vancouver’s digital services. We have worked with 
several city staff, most notably Tadhg Healey, the Director of Digital Services. Tadgh provided us with 
valuable insight, asking us how we as youth want to experience technology in the city in the future. This 
question changed our vision from looking to expand existing digital services to reducing barriers to 
accessing these services.  

Support + Stakeholders  
We were fortunate to receive an in-kind donation from Mark Rabin of Portable Electric, valued at $1050. 
Mark provided us with a solar powered battery 
generator as well as a stand-up charging station 
with charging cables for a variety of devices. In 
addition to this, we had three sandwich boards 
supplied by Lihwen Hsu at the City of 
Vancouver on which we printed posters to 
advertise our prototype. Lastly, we partnered 
with Cozy Crate, another team project in our 
cohort, to support our vision of having a cozy 
lounge space people could hang out in while 
waiting for their devices to charge.  

Site  
We held our prototype on the Vancouver Art Gallery property facing 800 Robson Street (see Appendix 
G). We chose this location due to the high foot traffic in this area as well as the abundance of youth that 
frequently walk through this space. In addition to this, we had a very short timeline to get our prototype 
up and running, so with permission from the Vancouver Art Gallery we were able to work on this space 
without needing any additional permits. 
 
Stewardship  
We have created the capacity for others to contribute to the work of our project by fostering positive 
relationships. Our prototype demonstrated a proof-of-concept that people in Vancouver would like to see 
free mobile charging stations around the city in the future. As a result, we see our role as the intermediary 
connecting Portable Electric, who has the technology and manufacturing capabilities, to different 
organizations that are interested in expanding our project. One of these organizations interested in our 
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project is Neighbour Lab, a Vancouver-based organization, that aims to develop neighbourhood level 
resiliency, and they are interested in incorporating solar panels in their design to allow individuals with 
the capability of charging mobile devices in their Emergency Supply Bench (see Appendix H). Similarly, 
the Walas Innovation Centre Vancouver has expressed interest in the solar panel technology to generate 
green energy and the ability of a mobile charging station to generate community interaction. Lastly, we 
have been working closely with Cory Dobson, Urban Planner with the City of Vancouver, who has shown 
excitement in our project. We hope that he can integrate our project in his future work, and potentially 
influence the upcoming City of Vancouver, citywide plan.  

Scalability  
Charge + Connect can scale in different directions for the future. First, cities around the world can simply 
roll out charging stations around the city that allow people to connect with each other and receive a quick 
charge on the go. Second, green portable charging stations can be adapted by Neighbour Lab into their 
Emergency Supply Bench. Third, bus stops can similarly incorporate solar panels and a green energy 
supply to allow transit riders to quickly charge their mobile devices before catching their bus. Lastly, we 
imagine municipalities building green sheltered rooftops offering free WiFi services, free charging 
stations, a touch-screen device for individuals without mobile devices and visitors to connect to the city 
online and to have a welcoming lounge space that invites conversation. Offering these stations would also 
help to decrease the digital divide amongst citizens by improving access to electricity and modern 
technology for all. 

 
Ultimately, our project is about trying to ensure 
these important digital services are accessible to 
everyone. We focussed on students, but this can 
easily be scaled to include all demographics in a 
city. Issues of affordability influence the way we 
interact with the city, and something as simple as 
not being able to afford the latest phone with a 
longer battery life can influence whether or not 
we are able to interact with digital services the 
same way our peers can. Our mobile charging 
station is a simple solution that allows people to 
stay connected regardless of their daily activities. 
It is also a way to promote in-person interactions 
in an increasingly digital world. Often while we 
are waiting we spend time on our mobile devices, 
but a well thought out lounge station gives us the 
option to connect with each other while we wait. 
We hope to be part of a system change that 

promotes not only accessibility for all people but also one that promotes social interaction with one 
another in an increasingly digital city.  

Challenges 
 
The most significant challenge our group faced was having to restructure our idea and subsequent 
prototype within the final weeks of the course. Originally, our plan was to expand the existing digital 
infrastructure, such as #VanWiFi, onto transit. Being busy students, we wanted to find a way to make our 
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long commutes more productive. We developed the idea to implement WiFi on SkyTrain and buses early 
on in the semester. However, after meeting with stakeholders, we discovered that this plan is already 
underway. With just a few weeks left in the semester, we had to find a way to shape the work we had 
done into a new idea. We had a meeting with Tadhg Healey, Director of Digital Services for the City of 
Vancouver. Tadgh mentioned that as students and young people, we are some of the most technologically 
advanced in our society and have different needs and ideas about the technological experiences we want 
to have in the future. For example, Tadhg posed questions such as how can we look at things such as 
affordability through a technology lens to create solutions, what kinds of experiences do we as young 
people want to have with technology in the city, and how can we ensure technology is not a barrier?  
 
These questions helped inspire the way we looked at our idea and our new prototype. We realized that 
instead of trying to expand the existing digital services, we could look into what barriers exist to 
accessing these services. All of these services are only useful if we have the battery life on our devices to 
engage with them. And when you look deeper, affordability really does affect our battery life. 
Affordability affects how much time we spend away from home on work or on transit, it affects how new 
a phone we can purchase and subsequently how long our battery lasts for. What we found is one of the 
greatest barriers to engaging with the city’s digital services is the physical barriers of our devices 
themselves.  
 
What we learned from this challenge is that sometimes progress does not always mean expanding and 
moving forward. When it comes to enhancing the way youth experience the city and creating ways in 
which we can thrive, we have to not only look at how we can progress ahead but also how we can 
improve existing innovation to help more people.  
 

Feedback 
 
Over 100 people of all ages engaged with us and our station, and 40 stopped to charge their phone. Most 
people stayed for 15-30 minutes, either talking with each other or sitting down to eat lunch. Many were 
excited about the prospect of seeing free mobile charging stations around the city in the future and how it 
would benefit their lives.  
 

What we heard was that the ability to charge their 
phones for free would help with students’ busy 
schedules, help tourists explore the city, and allow 
those who may not always have access to electricity 
to stay connected. Everyone agreed that being able 
to stay connected to friends, family, and services 
are important, especially if they have to find their 
way home at night or encounter an emergency. 
Lastly, people seem to be interested in using 
renewable resource for this service, such as using a 
solar powered generator.  
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Remaining Questions  
 
Following the conclusion of our prototype, we came up with a few questions based off our experience 
running the charging station as well as feedback from users: 
 
How can we improve the lounge space?  

• We want to ensure the lounge space is set up in a way that is comfortable, accessible for all 
people, and promotes conversation.  

Where is the best location to set these up?  
• We had several suggestions, ranging from near workplaces to near transit hubs.  

How can we ensure the security of the devices being charged? 
• There have been reports in the past of people’s phones being compromised by connecting to 

public cables in free mobile charging stations. It is important to look at steps that can be taken to 
keep people’s information safe. Additionally, the station should be set up in a way that it is not 
easy to run away with someone else’s device. 

How can we promote connectivity between others while waiting? (e.g., display conversation starters?) 
• It can be difficult and intimidating to start a conversation with a stranger. Even if you want to 

talk, you may not know where to start or what to talk about. Having something such as a 
conversation cube or icebreaker questions may help promote starting a conversation.  

How much will it cost to run this station? Should the station have an attendant?  
• Many people who visited our station asked how much it would cost to run. This goes hand in 

hand with the possibility of having someone attending the station at certain points of the day, and 
what the cost would be to have them there.  

 

Recommendations 
 
Based on the feedback we received at our prototype, we would love to see mobile charging stations 
integrated throughout the city and believe this is an installment many people would make use of. They 
could either be incorporated into existing projects such as those developed through Neighbor Lab, or new 
spaces could be created that feature a charging station and a cozy lounge space for people to connect.  
 
Something else to consider is whether or not the charging station is going to feature locked boxes or be an 
open concept where people have to watch their own phones. Locked boxes provide a level of security that 
may make people feel more comfortable using the charging station and also gives them the option to 
leave and complete other tasks while waiting. However, having an open concept charging station may 
promote people to stay near to their phones and communicate with those around them while waiting.  
 
Lastly, it is important to us that it is emphasized our project is as much about connecting as it is about 
charging. If future students or other stakeholders take on the work of this project going forward, we want 
to ensure that emphasis remains on the importance of connecting with others in a way that isn’t just 
through digital devices.   
.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A. Media Release 
 

     
 
CHARGING PHONES AND CONNECTING PEOPLE 
Students from SFU use mobile devices as a tool to connect people in person 
December 2, 2018 
 
Vancouver BC - In an increasingly digital world, it is important to ensure everyone is able to access 
digital services. Charge + Connect is a mobile charging station that aims to connect people to one another 
by providing a space to charge their mobile devices. 
 
The City of Vancouver has recognized the need of its residents and visitors to stay connected to digital 
services by providing 550 free public Wi-Fi locations around the city. For busy students on the go, this is 
necessary to their success as students, however, it has created another problem. “The constant connection 
to the digital world requires a lot of battery power, but, the city does not provide free, convenient 
charging stations for people to charge their devices while they are away from home,” said Andy Louie of 
SFU Semester in Dialogue at CityStudio. 
 
“We recognized the importance of being able to stay connected digitally - we do so much off of our 
mobile devices, from homework to paying bills to renting cars through the Evo mobile application,” said 
Kyla Fraser, another team member in the project. “However, we also know that an important part of 
staying connected to the world around you is connecting with people in person.” As a solution, these SFU 
students decided to create a mobile charging station that allows people to stay connected to Vancouver’s 
digital services while also offering a space where they can chat and connect with one another while 
waiting for their devices to charge. 
 
The charging station, which featured cables to charge a variety of different phones as well as a cozy 
lounge space, launched last week behind the Vancouver Art Gallery on Robson Street. In only a few 
hours, over 100 people stopped by to charge their phones and connect with each other. The charging 
station was run by a battery-powered generator that recharged with a solar panel; a sustainable energy 
source provided by Portable Electric, a company that specializes in clean, renewable power. 
 
The Charge + Connect team are currently working to expand this idea and hope to see it implemented in 
areas throughout the city. They believe it can help not only students, but tourists visiting the city, and 
those of lower income who don’t always have access to electricity.  
 
Charge + Connect is a project from SFU’s Semester in Dialogue at CityStudio developed in partnership 
with the City of Vancouver (https://vancouver.ca/your-government/digital-strategy.aspx), Portable 
Electric (https://www.portable-electric.com/) and the Vancouver Art Gallery 
(http://www.vanartgallery.bc.ca/). 
 
For more information on HUBBUB and other CityStudio events and projects, please visit the CityStudio 
website (https://www.citystudiovancouver.com/). For more information on Semester in Dialogue click 
here (http://www.sfu.ca/dialogue/semester.html). 
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-30- 

 
SFU’s Semester in Dialogue is a one-semester, full-time program designed to inspire students with a 
sense of civic responsibility and encourage their passion for improving society. Each semester the 
program offers an original, interdisciplinary experience that bridges the classroom with the community 
and creates spaces for students to reflect on what they are doing and why it matters. Students in the SFU 
Semester in Dialogue at CityStudio spend the entire semester working on a project directly with City 
Staff. 
 
CityStudio Vancouver is an innovation hub where City staff, students, and community co-create 
experimental projects to make Vancouver more sustainable, liveable, and joyful. CityStudio Vancouver 
launched in 2011 as a collaboration between the City of Vancouver and Simon Fraser University as well 
as University of British Columbia, Langara College, BCIT, Emily Carr University, and the Native 
Education College. It is part of a global shift in education that provides practical learning experiences to 
help students get jobs and change the world. 
 
For more information, interviews or inquiries please contact: 
Kyla Fraser | 778-779-0061 
and/or 
Rochelle Heinrichs | 604-874-6401 
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Appendix B. Budget 
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Appendix C. References 
 
City of Vancouver. (2013). Digital Strategy. Vancouver, British Columbia. Retrieved from 

https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/City_of_Vancouver_Digital_Strategy.pdf 
 The report details the City of Vancouver’ Digital Strategy. The strategy was created because the 

evolution of digital technology has shifted the way people connect with each other, daily life, and 
the world, as digital devices are at the centre. The digital strategy takes cues from cities leading in 
digital infrastructure and connectivity, most notably from New York and Chicago. The strategy is 
formulated around four pillars. First, the city wants to increase digital engagement and access by 
improving how individuals interact with the city online. Second, Vancouver intends to expand 
digital access throughout the city by providing free WiFi in public libraries and in various public 
spaces. Third, the city aims to bolster its economy by providing businesses with talent, services, 
and regulations that make the city more attractive to technology-based companies. Last, 
Vancouver proposes to provide its employees with the tools that are necessary to support 
innovation and the ability to succeed in a digital culture. Vancouver has won a national award for 
transforming its digital focus through the creation of its strategy. Specifically, Vancouver is the 
first city in Canada to create and put into action a digital strategy and hire a Chief Digital Officer. 
Since the strategy was created, the city has launched VanConnect, a mobile application that 
allows individuals to engage with city program and services, expanded free #VanWifi to over 550 
locations, and is on the shortlist to win $50 million dollars for the Smart Cities Challenge in 
partnership with the City of Surrey. Vancouver’s Digital Strategy is relevant to our project 
because we focused on the infrastructure and assets pillar by identifying the biggest barrier 
preventing people from engaging from existing digital services. 

 
Thomson, A. (2017, March 21). Canadians spend more time online at expense of face-to-face time. 

Canadian Television Network. Retrieved from https://www.ctvnews.ca/sci-tech/canadians-spend -
more-time-online-at-expense-of-face-to-face-time-1.3333902 
The article discusses the results of a Media Technology Monitor 2017 report that details the 
number of hours Canadians spend online. The sample was obtained from approximately 4,200 
English-speaking Canadians with a ninety-five percent confidence. The average Canadian spends 
approximately twenty-five hours per week on the internet. This number is even higher when 
looking at Canadians aged eighteen to thirty-four, as they spend approximately thirty-four hours 
per week surfing the internet. The results are staggering because the number of hours Canadians 
spend online is increasing, especially with the advancement of technology and devices capable of 
accessing the internet. One psychologist notes that this increase in internet connectivity results in 
people connecting less in-person. Social media provides a false sense of connection because a lot 
of the time, individuals are simply viewing others’ news feeds. The article concludes that 
Canadians should ensure they are making time for in-person connections by monitoring how 
much time they spend on the internet. We chose this article because it highlights the need for our 
project. As young Canadians are spending an increased amount of time on the internet, they 
require the battery life to support this connectivity. Additionally, the downside of constant 
connection to the digital infrastructure results in decreased personal interaction, which is why we 
promote face-to-face interaction in our project. 
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Appendix D. Poster 
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Appendix E. Full Poster Image  
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Appendix F. Prototype Day Posters  
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Appendix G. Map of prototype location  
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Appendix H. Neighbour Lab’s Emergency Supply Bench Sketch 
 

 


